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9/11
AS THE DECADES PASS, ACTS

OF REMEMBERING EVOLVE

Soldiers with the U.S. Army’s 25th Infantry Division, 3rd Brigade Combat Team, 2nd Battalion 27th Infantry Regiment based
in Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, hold a ceremony commemorating the tenth anniversary of the 9/11 attacks and soldiers the unit
has lost since then in the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan at Forward Operating Base Bostick in Kunar province, Afghanistan on
Sunday, Sept. 11, 2011. Associated Press
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HANKSVILLE,
Pa.(AP) – Across
the vast field
where the plane fell out
of the sky so many years
ago, all is quiet.
The hills around
Shanksville seem to swallow
sound. The plateau that
Americans by the millions
ascend to visit the Flight 93
National Memorial, to think
of those who died in this
southwestern Pennsylvania
expanse, sits just above
much of the landscape,
creating a pocket of quiet

“For those who were not at the nucleus
of 9/11’s horror and its pain, but
experienced it as part of the culture in
which they live, it can somehow
manage to feel like both yesterday and
a long time ago all at once.”
precisely where quiet needs
to be.
It is a place that
encourages the act of
remembering.
Twenty years have passed
since United Flight 93 made
its final descent, chaos
unfolding aboard as

companions. He points
toward the patch where the
plane hit. It is an intimate
conversation, and it is hard
to hear what he’s saying.
But his first two words are
clear:
“I remember …”
■
Remembering is not
merely a state of mind. As
buildings burned 300 miles
those who beseech us to
to the east. Nearly one-fifth
never forget the Holocaust
of the country is too young to have long insisted, it is an
remember firsthand the day act. And when loss and
trauma are visited upon
that changed everything.
human beings, the act of
At the edge of the
memorial’s overlook, a burly remembering takes many
forms.
man in a leather Harley
See 9/11, page A7
Davidson vest talks to two

Wyoming troop deaths 20 years
apart bookend Afghanistan war
By Mead Gruver and
Thomas Peipert
Associated Press

CHEYENNE – When news
came that a 20-year-old
Wyoming soldier was one of
the last casualties of the twodecade-long U.S. war in
Afghanistan, it arrived as a
tragic bookend: A 20-year-old
soldier from Wyoming was
among the first to die in the
same war.
Army Ranger Spc. Jonn
Edmunds, of Cheyenne, was
one of the war’s first two
casualties when a Black
Hawk helicopter on a searchand-rescue mission crashed
in Pakistan on Oct. 19, 2001.
Last month, the family of
Marine Lance Cpl. Rylee
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McCollum, of Bondurant, just
outside Jackson, got word he
was among 13 U.S. soldiers
killed in a suicide bombing
Aug. 26 at the Kabul airport.
Edmunds and McCollum
were both killed on their first
deployments. In between,
almost 2,500 U.S. troops died
in the Afghanistan war, most
with far less attention than
the two Wyoming men got.
As with Edmunds’s death in
the chaotic aftermath of the
Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks, McCollum’s strikes
an especially sad chord as
Americans struggle to
process what good – if any –
has come from their nation’s
longest war.
See Wyo. troops, page A2
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Balow leads
fight against
critical race
theory in Wyo.
By Jasmine Hall
Wyoming Tribune Eagle

CHEYENNE – State Superintendent of
Public Instruction Jillian Balow showed her
full support Friday morning for legislation
designed to fight back against critical race
theory in state schools.
She was alongside state Sen. Ogden Driskill,
R-Devils Tower, and the Civic Transparency
Act’s creator, and co-sponsor Senate President
Dan Dockstader, R-Afton. They stood in front of
the state superintendent’s office inside the
Capitol to introduce and discuss the importance
of their bill, which will be introduced during the
2022 budget session.
They said their goal is to establish Wyoming
as a leader among the states in keeping critical
race theory out of classrooms, while ensuring
full transparency of teachers’ curriculums.
“This bill empowers parents with the tools
they need to oversee what is being taught in
their district, and provides guidance to districts
on comprehensive U.S. history and civics
instruction,” Balow said.
By allowing parents to have full access to the
curriculum being taught before the school year
begins, it gives them an opportunity to voice
their concerns at school board meetings with
proof of what they might consider critical race
theory.
“We should not fear transparency,”
Dockstader said. “And we should not fear
parent involvement in our schools.”
See Critical race theory, page A2

City-County Health announces
$100 gift card vaccine incentive
CHEYENNE – Beginning Monday, Laramie County
residents who receive their COVID-19 vaccination
are eligible to receive a $100 gift card once they have
completed their vaccine series.
The entire series is completed two weeks after one of
the following: two Pfizer vaccinations, two Moderna
vaccinations or one Johnson & Johnson vaccination.
This incentive is open to the first 500 individuals who
complete their entire series.
Individuals can receive their vaccination at any
location in the county that is participating in the
Wyoming Immunization Registry. Most locations in
Laramie County use this system, with the exceptions
of F.E. Warren Air Force Base and the Cheyenne VA
Medical Center. The first dose of vaccination must be
administered on or after Sept. 13.
Laramie County Health Officer Dr. Stan Hartman
said, “Getting a COVID vaccine is the best thing you
can do to prevent infection and transmission to your
loved ones.”
The Pfizer vaccine received full FDA approval for
individuals age 16 and older on Aug. 23. The Pfizer
vaccine remains available to individuals age 12 and
older through Emergency Use Authorization granted
by the FDA. Additionally, the FDA previously granted
EUA status to the Moderna and Johnson & Johnson
(Janssen) vaccines for individuals 18 and older.
All three vaccines authorized or approved in the U.S.
are readily available in Laramie County. The vaccines
are safe, effective and continually monitored both
domestically and abroad, according to the CheyenneLaramie County Health Department. More than 177
million people in the U.S. alone are fully vaccinated,
with minimal side effects.

Donn Edmunds, a 25-year U.S. Army veteran who served in
Vietnam, sits for a portrait in his living room in Cheyenne,
Wednesday. Edmunds’ son, Army Ranger Spc. Jonn
Edmunds, and another soldier died when a Black Hawk
helicopter on a search-and-rescue mission crashed in
Pakistan in October 2001. They were among the first U.S.
casualties in the Afghanistan war. Associated Press
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To redeem the gift cards, individuals (or parents/
guardians of individuals under 18) will go to the
Cheyenne-Laramie County Health Department, 100
Central Ave., weekdays between 8:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. Immunization must be confirmed by the
State of Wyoming WyIR system to receive the
incentive.
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